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Abstract—This paper describes the pre-test analysis of three
Navier-Stokes codes applied to a Supersonic RetroPropulsion (SRP) wind tunnel test.1 2 Advancement of SRP as
a technology hinges partially on the ability of computational
methods to accurately predict vehicle aerodynamics during
the SRP phase of atmospheric descent. A wind tunnel test at
the Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel was specifically
designed to validate Navier-Stokes codes for SRP
applications. The test consisted of a 5-inch diameter, 70degree sphere-cone forebody with cylindrical afterbody, with
four configurations spanning 0 to 4 jets. Test data include
surface pressure (including high-frequency response),
flowfield imagery, and internal pressure and temperature
measurements. Three computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
codes (DPLR, FUN3D, and OVERFLOW) are exercised for
both single and multiple-nozzle configurations for a range of
Mach (M) numbers and thrust coefficients. Comparisons to
test data will be used to evaluate accuracy, identify modeling
shortcomings, and gain insight into the computational
requirements necessary for computing these complex flows.

dynamics to predict aerodynamics and aeroheating during
the SRP phase of atmospheric descent.
SRP is envisioned as a replacement for supersonic
parachutes by initiating propulsive descent at supersonic
Mach numbers with the engines directed into the oncoming
freestream, a deceleration technique that has never been
demonstrated. [2] Parachute decelerators that have
previously been used for robotic Mars missions (less than
one metric ton payload) have poor scalability with
increasing payload mass. It is expected that the SRP system
will not only increase the total effective vehicle drag and aid
attitude control during descent, but it will also cause
additional forces and moments due to the interaction of the
exhaust plumes and freestream.
Preliminary CFD assessment and development has been
leveraged from existing SRP fluid dynamics knowledge
base that consists primarily of an unrelated series of wind
tunnel tests on blunt bodies during the Apollo and Viking
eras. [3,4] These wind tunnel tests are incomplete and have
many inconsistencies, and typically are not detailed enough
for useful CFD analysis. For instance, static conditions are
recorded but dynamics of the interactions between the
freestream and the plume are not mentioned at all. In light
of these shortcomings, it was determined that new wind
tunnel experiments are required to provide higher fidelity
data for CFD validation exercises that demonstrate
modeling strengths and weaknesses. The current experiment
is designed specifically to qualitatively and quantitatively
determine the capability of the CFD codes DPLR [5],
FUN3D [6,7] and OVERFLOW [8] to characterize
supersonic retro-propulsion physical phenomenon.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Supersonic Retro-Propulsion has been proposed as a means
to decelerate Exploration-scale missions (10s of metric tons)
to the surface of Mars. [1] Aerodynamics is important for
predicting vehicle stability and controllability, and
aeroheating determines thermal protection requirements.
The advancement of SRP as a technology will be strongly
influenced by the advancement of computational fluid
1
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Jarvinen and Adams [9] described the characteristics of a
single SRP jet flowfield in Figure 1. The principal
parameter that characterizes the interaction of the jet plume
with the opposing freestream is the thrust coefficient
(CT=T/q∞AB), where T is the thrust, q∞ is the freestream
dynamic pressure, and AB is the reference area. The
complex interaction between the jet plume and external
flowfield is expected to stress the capabilities of existing
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CFD codes and will drive further development in numerous
areas, including grid generation/adaption and turbulence
modeling. [3] The three codes are being tested for both
single and multiple-nozzle configurations for a range of
Mach numbers and thrust coefficients. Quantitative (surface
pressure, forces and moments) and qualitative (flowfield
structure) comparisons will be used to evaluate the codes
and identify modeling capabilities. The present paper will
discuss the model design process for the Langley UPWT
experiment, including the influence of pre-test CFD on
model diameter and radial location of periphery nozzles.
The paper will also discuss the pre-test CFD analysis to
determine the effects, if any, of the tunnel wall interference
and possible liquefaction within the plumes. For further
discussion on the design of the experiment, please refer to
the paper by Berry et al. [10]

DPLR
The Data Parallel Line Relaxation (DPLR) CFD code [5] is
a parallel, structured multi-block, finite-volume code that
solves the Navier-Stokes equations for continuum flow,
including finite-rate chemistry and thermal non-equilibrium.
In the present study the equations are solved implicitly in
time with first-order accuracy, although DPLR can be run
second-order time implicit with sub-iterations. Euler fluxes
are computed using modified Steger-Warming flux vector
splitting [11] with third-order spatial accuracy via MUSCL
extrapolation with a minmod limiter. [12] The viscous
fluxes are computed with second-order spatial accuracy
using a central difference approach. For the present analysis,
the Shear-Stress Transport (SST) turbulence model was
employed with a vorticity-based production term. Although
DPLR includes overset grid capabilities, the presented
results are with point-matched grid systems.
FUN3D
The Fully Unstructured Navier-Stokes Three-Dimensional
suite of codes (FUN3D) contains a node-based finitevolume flow solver. [6,7] The FUN3D website,
http://fun3d.larc.nasa.gov, contains the user manual and an
extensive list of references. FUN3D can solve unsteady,
incompressible and compressible, Euler and Navier-Stokes
flow with thermochemical non-equilibrium. The present
study employs Edwards’ Low Diffusion Flux-Splitting
Scheme (LDFSS) [13] with a Van Albada limiter [14] to
solve the compressible Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) equations coupled to Menter’s SST turbulence
model. The SST model here is strain-based. All node-based
conservative variables are computed by driving a secondorder accurate spatial residual to steady-state with a pointimplicit iterative method. For steady flows, local time
stepping is employed and for unsteady flows, up to fourthorder time accuracy is available via sub-iterations. FUN3D
can utilize general mixed-element grids and overset grid
systems, but only tetrahedral grids are used in this study.
Automatic domain decomposition is employed to fully
exploit distributed memory and by using the parallel grid
adaptation mechanics by Park and Darmofal, Mach Hessian
gradient-based adaptation was used to sharpen flow
features. [15,16]

Figure 1: SRP jet plume characteristics described by
Jarvinen and Adams for a 60-degree sphere-cone in
freestream Mach 2 and CT=1.0. [9]

2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
CFD is a valuable means of determining important design
factors such as aerodynamics and aerothermodynamics.
These analyses are then leveraged to design vehicle systems
such as guidance, navigation and control (GN&C) and
thermal protection systems on full-scale vehicles. It is
important that the CFD tool’s capabilities are well
understood. Three different CFD codes utilizing finitevolume or finite-difference methods are employed to assess
their respective capabilities for simulating SRP flows: cellcentered structured grid, node-centered overset structured
grid, and node-centered unstructured grid. All codes assume
perfect gas in the presented results. DPLR and
OVERFLOW modeled a full 3D geometry. FUN3D
modeled half geometry with a symmetry plane. A brief
summary of each code is given below.

OVERFLOW
OVERFLOW 2 [8] is an implicit RANS flow solver that
utilizes structured overset grids. [17,18] Several Euler flux
schemes are available, including central differencing and a
number of upwind schemes. [19,20] Implicit time advance
schemes include block tri-diagonal Alternating Direction
Implicit (ADI), scalar pentadiagonal ADI [21] and
Symmetric Successive Over-Relaxation method (SSOR).
Newton sub-iteration or dual time stepping can be used for
second-order, time-accurate simulations. [22,23] Turbulence
models include Baldwin-Barth [24], Spalart-Allmaras [25],
and SST [26]. Other OVERFLOW capabilities include
automatic domain decomposition and partitioning for
2

parallel processing [27,28], automatic off-body grid
generation with adaptation [29,30], grid sequencing and
multigrid, low-Mach preconditioning, a full six-degree-offreedom solver with collision detection [31,32], and the
ability to solve applications with multiple species. For the
current work, the numerical flux function HLLE++ (Harten,
Lax, van Leer, and Einfeldt) with the Van Albada limiter
was used for spatial terms, and the SSOR algorithm with
dual time stepping using Newton sub-iterations for temporal
terms. All viscous terms were included, and the strain-based
SST turbulence model was employed. The overall scheme is
second-order accurate in space and time. The inviscid flux
calculations for both the flow solver and the turbulence
model use third-order accurate MUSCL extrapolation.

The CFD assessment case matrix included freestream Mach
numbers of 2.4, 3.5, and 4.6, thrust coefficients of 0, 5, and
10, and angles-of-attack of 0, 5, and 10 degrees. During the
initial assessment, only the single-nozzle and both threenozzle configurations were analyzed.
The model diameter and allowable thrust coefficient both
influence whether or not the tunnel walls can affect the
pressures seen by the model; and for more extreme cases,
whether the tunnel would be blocked, causing it to unstart or
contaminate the freestream. Initial results for the 6-inch
diameter model with the three-nozzle configuration at the ¾
radial location suggest that the walls would influence the
surface quantities and possibly even unstart the tunnel (large
region of subsonic flow). Given that the wind tunnel test
was designed for CFD validation, having to include tunnel
walls in the flowfield simulations was considered to be an
unnecessary complication and not relevant to flight
conditions. To investigate wall effects a 4-inch diameter
model was also analyzed.

3. WIND TUNNEL MODEL DESIGN
The Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel (4-foot by 4-foot
test section) was chosen for its relatively large test section
and relevant Mach number range (2.4 to 4.6 in test section
2). The model was initially chosen to be a 70-degree spherecone with a 6-inch diameter and a cylindrical afterbody. The
thought was that a 6-inch model would have sufficient
internal volume for the air distribution system and
instrumentation. The nozzle configuration would allow for
zero-nozzle, single-nozzle at center of model, two threenozzle configurations at different radial locations on the
periphery of the model, and two four-nozzle configurations,
which include the center nozzle and either of the three
peripheral configurations (Figure 2). The three peripheral
nozzles would be at the ½ and ¾ radial locations. The rays
through the center of the model to the shoulder will be
characterized with phi (ϕ), where 0-degree intersects at the
top of the model and 90-degree is at the right (Figure 16).
The experiment design was aided by CFD to refine the
model scale, determine effects of tunnel walls, and assess
the nozzle configurations.

Figure 3 shows FUN3D solutions that demonstrate the
effect of tunnel walls, modeled inviscidly, on surface
pressure distributions. The plots are differences in surface
pressure between a simulation with and without tunnel walls
for a thrust coefficient of 10, Mach 4.6, 3.5, and 2.4, and
angle-of-attack 0, 5, and 10 degrees. In the plot, the white
sections signify no difference between the simulations,
indicating no influence from the tunnel walls. The large red
and some blue pockets are noted, which show at least a 1 psi
difference between simulations with and without walls. For
these cases, modeling of the tunnel walls would be
necessary in the CFD modeling, an unnecessary
complication for validation exercises.
DPLR and OVERFLOW were used on a subset of these
cases including an overlapping case for all codes (Figure 4).
FUN3D and OVERFLOW are in agreement on the general
flowfield structure and both codes predicted relatively
steady plumes. The plume predicted by DPLR was
unsteady. FUN3D was run with local time stepping, while
DPLR and OVERFLOW solutions were advanced using a
global time stepping approach.

Figure 2: Initial nozzle configurations: single (left), three
at 1/2 radial location (middle top) and at 3/4 radial
location (middle bottom), and four (right).

Figure 3: Subset of FUN3D solutions for pre-test wind
tunnel model design at Mach 4.6, 3.5, and 2.4 and
3

angles-of-attack of 10, 5, and 0 degrees for a thrust
coefficient of 10. Contours are surface pressure
differences between solutions with and without tunnel
walls
From the large database of CFD cases, it was seen that
tunnel wall effects increased with higher thrust coefficients,
lower Mach numbers, and with the larger model diameter.
Also, the 6-inch diameter model at high thrust coefficients
and low Mach numbers became a candidate to cause tunnel
blockage (Figure 5) that could potentially damage the model
instrumentation. A 4-inch model was shown to be the better
choice to minimize tunnel effects. However, this model was
too small for packaging the internal instrumentation, so a 5inch diameter model was chosen as a compromise. The
reduction in model diameter also resulted in the removal of
the ¾ radial peripheral nozzles due to internal packaging
limitations.
The CFD temperatures within the plume were predicted to
be as low as 10 K, well below the liquefaction temperature
for air. In order to avoid the need to model two-phase flow,
which would be out of the scope of this CFD validation
experiment, the nozzle area ratio was lowered from 9 to 4
and the nozzle gas in the plenum would be heated as high as
possible to avoid liquefaction. The internal flow path in the
plenum and fingers was simulated with FUN3D. The
solution indicated flow separation downstream of the feed
lines to the ¾ radial peripheral nozzles (Figure 6). In this
simulation, the other nozzles are plugged and therefore
contain no flow. In order to avoid separation, the internal
corners within the flow path were smoothed and, as
mentioned earlier, the ¾ radial peripheral nozzles were
removed.

Figure 4: Mach contours for 6-inch diameter, ¾ radial
periphery configuration wind tunnel model design at
M∞=3.5 and CT=5 for DPLR (top), FUN3D (middle) and
OVERFLOW (bottom).
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Figure 7: Final model design mounted in the tunnel. The
zero-nozzle configuration is shown.
Figure 5: Potential tunnel blockage due to a 6-inch
diameter model at M=2.4 and CT=10 as predicted with
FUN3D. The bounds on the y-axis are the locations of
the tunnel walls, modeled inviscidly.

Figure 6: Mach contours on the symmetry plane from an
internal solution for an early plenum and nozzle design
with seven fingers.

4. PRE-TEST CFD ANALYSIS

Figure 8: Wind tunnel test section Mach contours which
illustrates the thickness of the boundary layer at the
walls.

Once the model dimensions and nozzle configuration were
chosen (Figure 7), a matrix of pre-test CFD cases was run in
order to identify expected outcomes from the wind tunnel
experiment and also to assess code-to-code comparisons.
The pre-test CFD matrix is shown in Table 1. The test
section was assumed symmetric and the tunnel walls were
modeled inviscidly. The inviscid assumption is nonconservative based on FUN3D calculations. A preliminary
assessment of the tunnel boundary layer was performed with
FUN3D by modeling the settling chamber, nozzle, and test
section of the tunnel geometry with viscous walls at Mach
2.4. The FUN3D test section flowfield (Figure 8) indicates
that the desired freestream Mach of 2.4 is within 6%
compared to calibration data, however the boundary layer is
thick and comprises nearly one-third of the tunnel test
section.

5

Figure 9: Zero-nozzle configuration Mach contours at 0,
2, and 10 degrees angles-of-attack at M=2.4 for DPLR
(top), FUN3D (middle), and OVERFLOW (bottom).

Table 1: Pre-test CFD case matrix, prioritizing number
of nozzles, angle-of-attack, freestream Mach number,
and thrust coefficient.
Zero-Nozzle Configuration
As expected, good agreement between the codes is seen in
the zero-nozzle configuration. This configuration is the
well-understood supersonic blunt body flow. Bow shock
stand-off distances are in agreement within the codes
(Figure 9). The surface pressure coefficients are in
agreement on the flank region of the model, but differ the
most at the nose (Figure 10). For example, there is up to 4%
disagreement on the nose for the case at M=4.6 and α=0degree, which could be carbuncle effects at the stagnation
point. As a reference, the theoretical normal shock pressure
coefficient at the stagnation point is shown as the black
symbols in the figure for α=0-degree.

Figure 10: Pressure coefficient slices at ϕ=90o for zeronozzle configuration model for DPLR (red), FUN3D
(green), OVERFLOW (blue) and normal shock
properties (black square). The model cross section is
shown as a black line.
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Single-Nozzle
For this configuration, a single nozzle is located at the
center of the model. CFD solutions indicate that the largest
amount of tunnel interference is shown at M=2.4, CT=10,
α=0-degree (Figure 11). At this test condition, Mach
reflection off the wall occurs about one diameter ahead of
the model forebody. In contrast, at this same Mach number
and CT=5 the Mach reflection occurs two diameters
downstream of the model forebody.
The three codes are in good agreement with bow shock,
termination shock and interface locations (Table 2). The
largest percent difference at α=0-degree in bow shock
location is 9.5% for M=2.4, CT=10, and 9% in termination
shock location for M=4.6, CT=5. The codes differ, however,
in that DPLR predicts unsteadiness at the triple point, which
is defined as the location where the shear layer from the
plume, the termination shock, and the recirculation region
meet. It could also be described as the corners of the plume.
FUN3D consistently predicts steady flows. OVERFLOW
predicts both steady and unsteady. All results presented here
are instantaneous, regardless of the steadiness of the
solution.
Pressure coefficients (Figure 12) are in agreement for most
of the single-nozzle cases. In the M=2.4, CT=10 case the
DPLR solution has a lower expansion ratio in the plume.
The recirculation region is centered above the model, rather
than behind as with FUN3D and OVERFLOW. The
subsequent pressure coefficient on the model surface for
DPLR is much higher than FUN3D and OVERFLOW by as
much as 92%. The difference between FUN3D and
OVERFLOW is about 28%. The discrepancy in expansion
ratio and pressure coefficient is isolated to this particular run
and is not seen in any of the other cases.

Figure 11: Mach contours for single-nozzle
configuration at M=2.4, CT=5 and 10 for DPLR (top),
FUN3D (middle), and OVERFLOW (bottom).

The effects of angle-of-attack on the Mach reflections for
M=2.4 and CT=5 and 10 are shown in Figure 13. For brevity
only FUN3D solutions are shown. The same trends are held
for the other two codes. As the angle-of-attack is increased
the Mach reflection on the lower wall is pushed back by
about ½ diameter from 0-degree to 10-degree for both thrust
coefficients. The Mach reflection on the upper wall,
conversely, is moved ½ diameter upstream. However, the
change in Mach reflection location is greater between thrust
coefficients than angles-of-attack. For M=2.4 the Mach
reflection is moved upstream 2 diameters when going from
CT=5 to CT=10. The effects of angle-of-attack on pressure
coefficient are shown in Figure 14. Again, only FUN3D
solutions are shown for simplicity. The differences in
pressure coefficient between 0-degree to 2-degree are
minimal, an asymmetry develops but the levels remain the
same. At 10-degree the pressure coefficient is increased
significantly at CT=5 due to the oncoming flow having a
direct path to the face of the model. The pressure coefficient
at CT=10 is lowered due to greater separation on the face
caused by the larger plume.

Figure 12: Pressure coefficient slices for single-nozzle
configuration at M=2.4 and 4.6, CT=5 and 10 for DPLR
(red), FUN3D (green), OVERFLOW (blue).
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Three-Nozzle Configuration
This configuration has all three outer nozzles thrusting and
the center nozzle plugged. The three-nozzle configuration
analysis was only performed for zero angle-of-attack. Again
the largest amount of tunnel interference is at M=2.4,
CT=10, α=0-degree. Here the Mach reflection off the wall
occurs at the same diameter location as the model forebody
(Figure 15). The tunnel blockage for the three-nozzle
configuration at this thrust coefficient is not as severe as the
single-nozzle configuration.

Figure 13: Flow field effects of angle-of-attack on singlenozzle configuration at M=2.4, CT=5 and 10. Only
FUN3D is shown.

Figure 15: Flow field of three-nozzle configuration at
M=2.4, CT=5 and 10 at zero angle-of-attack for DPLR
(top), FUN3D (middle), and OVERFLOW (bottom).
The three codes agree somewhat in locations of bow shock,
interface and termination shock (Table 2). The maximum
percent difference in bow shock location is 25% for M=4.6,
CT=10. DPLR and FUN3D predicted steady flow on this
configuration. OVERFLOW is unsteady at all cases except
for M=2.4, CT=10. Slices taken at ϕ=0-degree and ϕ=90degree (Figure 16) of the pressure coefficients, however,
differ greatly at the nose as seen in Figure 17. The DPLR
solution predicts significantly lower pressure coefficient on
the nose. This discrepancy is currently being investigated
and may be a result of the grid topology. The rise in
pressure coefficient leading up to the nose is in accordance
with FUN3D and OVERFLOW, and then there is a sharp
decline in the region of the nose that has a unique grid
topology (Figure 18). This is not seen in the single or fournozzle configurations because this location is not modeled
as a wall but rather a nozzle exit. The difference at the nose
between FUN3D and OVERFLOW is about 30%. The outer

Figure 14: Pressure coefficient contour effects from
angle-of-attack on single-nozzle configuration at M=2.4,
CT=5 and 10. Only FUN3D is shown.
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flank region of the model is at a nearly constant pressure
coefficient for all three codes. The spike in pressure
coefficient at the non-dimensional radial location of 0.5 is
the location of the nozzle through slice ϕ=0-degree.

Figure 16: Location of pressure coefficient slices (at ϕ=0degree and ϕ=90-degree) relative to the nozzles. Shown
on the four-nozzle configuration model.

Figure 17: Pressure coefficient slices for three-nozzle
configuration model at zero angle-of-attack for DPLR
(red), FUN3D (green), and OVERFLOW (blue).

Figure 18: DPLR grid topology for the three-nozzle
configuration.
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Table 2: Bow and termination shock standoff distances with percent difference for all nozzle configurations, thrust
coefficients and CFD codes.
Four-Nozzle Configuration
The shock standoff distances and interface locations vary
much more in the four-nozzle configuration cases than in
the cases with fewer nozzles (Table 2), particularly for
Mach 2.4 (Figure 19). In the M=2.4, CT=5 case the plume
shape is asymmetric. The bow shock location is similar
between codes, but the plume structures are quite different.
The OVERFLOW plume differs from DPLR and FUN3D.
Upon further examination, an asymmetry in the
OVERFLOW plume was found when comparing slices
taken through each peripheral nozzle (Figure 21). The
OVERFLOW slice at ϕ=240-degrees compares well with
the shape of the DPLR and FUN3D solutions. The FUN3D
solution was not able to determine asymmetry because it
was run at a 180-degree revolution with a forced symmetry
plane. DPLR was run at a 360-degree revolution and did not
see the asymmetry. At M=2.4, CT=10, both DPLR and
OVERFLOW predict a candle flame plume shape where
FUN3D contains a blunt termination shock. This results in a
large difference in shock standoff distances and interface
location. FUN3D predicts a bow shock location of about 4
diameters upstream where DPLR and OVERFLOW are
nearly twice that. At M=4.6 (Figure 20) agreement between
the codes becomes much better, particularly at CT=10. All
three CFD codes predicted steady flow here. The presence
of the center nozzle seems to attribute to the steadiness.

Figure 19: Four-nozzle configuration flow field at zero
angle-of-attack at M=2.4, CT=5 and 10 for DPLR (top),
FUN3D (middle), and OVERFLOW (bottom).

The effect of angle-of-attack on the flow field of M=4.6,
CT=5 is shown in Figure 22. At angle-of-attack the bow
shock is no longer symmetric. A blunted edge forms on the
bow shock, most evident in the α=10o case. As the angle-ofattack increases the effective body diameter created by the
plumes increases and pushes the bow shock out further.
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5. SUMMARY
A SRP wind tunnel experiment was designed to provide
high-fidelity data for CFD validation exercises in order to
demonstrate modeling strengths and weaknesses. The
experiment was designed to address current dataset
limitations, particularly in the area of data uncertainties and
flow conditions reporting. The CFD aided the model design
process by indicating the potential for tunnel blockage or
“unstart” with a 6-inch diameter model at M=2.4 and
CT=10. This result led to the final chosen diameter of 5
inches. CFD raised concerns about the issue of liquefaction
within the plume and led to steps to minimize the likelihood
of this occurring, such as heating the plenum and reducing
the nozzle area ratio. The modeling of the internal manifolds
suggested that separation would occur at the fingers of the
nozzles. This resulted in the requirement to radius the
corners at that location.
A pre-test CFD case matrix was designed for the
desired Mach number range (2.4, 3.5, and 4.6), angle-ofattack range (0, 2, and 10 degrees) and thrust coefficient
range (0, 5 and 10) with the final 5-inch model diameter.
The matrix was calculated with three CFD codes (DPLR,
FUN3D and OVERFLOW). The pre-test CFD analysis
served as both a predictor for the wind tunnel test at the
Langley UPWT and a code-to-code comparison, another
step in CFD verification.
All three codes predict similar flowfield structures such
as jet termination shock, interface, bow shocks and
recirculation regions. However, the codes differ on the level
of unsteadiness predicted. DPLR tends to predict a low level
of oscillation at the triple point whereas FUN3D is steady
for every case and OVERFLOW exhibits steadiness for
some cases.
The FUN3D and OVERFLOW codes agree well
between each other for the current set of cases. Although all
three codes used the SST turbulence model, each had a
slightly different version of the model. The DPLR SST
model is vorticity based while FUN3D and OVERFLOW
SST models are strain based. Further work should
investigate other turbulence models or improvements to
current models needed specifically for SRP.
Once data from the Langley UPWT test are made
available, a post-test CFD study will commence. This future
study for SRP CFD will include a thorough grid sensitivity
study. With shocks and shear layers being present in the
plume structure, care needs to be taken to assure the proper
physics are being represented with an adequate level of grid
refinement. A time resolution study will also be performed
because of the large amount of high-frequency
measurements taken during the test.
Future wind tunnel tests will be designed to provide
additional data for CFD validation and will build upon the
experience in the Langley facility. Among the desired data
products are integrated force and moment measurements on
more realistic configurations and interference aeroheating
data.

Figure 20: Four-nozzle configuration flow field at zero
angle-of-attack at M=4.6, CT=5 and 10 for DPLR (top),
FUN3D (middle), and OVERFLOW (bottom).

Figure 21: Asymmetry in plume shown at slices through
each peripheral nozzle for M=2.4, CT=5 in
OVERFLOW.

Figure 22: Four-nozzle configuration flow field at angleof-attack at M=4.6, CT=5 for DPLR (top), FUN3D
(middle), and OVERFLOW (bottom).
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